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President’s Report
Did I say what a great privilege it has been for me to be the
OSFN president these last two years? Did I say how much I
appreciate the support of the board of directors? Did I
thank the volunteers, speakers and leaders who provide so
much enrichment to our club? Have I described to you the
wonderful times I've enjoyed in meetings and on hikes?
Did I mention how much I have learned? (Refuting the "old
dogs, new tricks" myth....)

that I will do my best to help him if needed. Gord had
agreed earlier in the year to serve as president if, and only
if, we couldn't get anyone else to do it. So be nice to him!!!
Gord's a long-time member with a quiet strength I'm
certain you will all appreciate. He's been serving on the
OSFN board for several years bringing his own experience
to the table and he knows what terrific support the club
and its directors will give him.

If you attended our AGM and wonderful pot-luck supper in
June, you'll recall the struggle the Board had, trying to
convince someone to be our president. It's an issue with
other organizations I am a member of and apparently it's a
problem with organizations all over the province. Even in
the largest groups of effective volunteers, it's a challenge
to recruit leaders. Although that provides some form of
reassurance that we're not alone in this, it really does pose
a serious question: how do we sustain the club if nobody is
willing to assume some of the responsibilities? I hope all of
our OSFN members will consider their own ability and
willingness to step up when the need arises.

Pam Kinchen, a relatively new member but an experienced
naturalist has accepted the role of vice-president, giving
her time to become acquainted with the functioning of the
board and our organization as a whole.
With Melanie Worth and Chuck Mitchell joining the team,
we're going to have an excellent year ahead!
My experience with this robust organization has
strengthened my faith that Nature will endure, despite our
human meddling.

Now, go outside!
Using a tactic I believe is called "railroading" we did fill the
vacancies on the board of directors.
Kate McLaren
President
I have promised our incoming president, Gordon Toth,

More than 30,000 Canadians submit their bird sightings
to Bird Studies Canada and Cornell University through
programs such as eBird.ca or ProjectFeederWatch.
EBird is a huge data base of daily bird sightings
contributed by birders acting as “citizen scientists”.
Staff scientists can then analyze the data for bird
population trends and shifts.
To date, in eBird, 286 species have been recorded in
Grey County and 332 in Bruce County. Our top e-birder
in Grey County in 2018 is A. Nicholson. She has
submitted 576 lists. Kiah Jasper has submitted 671 lists
in Bruce County and can be considered the top e-birder
in Bruce. This could become a new challenge and
hobby.
We Welcome New Members:
Esme Batten & Tyler Miller, Michael Craig & Liane Regendanz,
Tala Davidson, Joan Hyslop, Katherine Kingsbury, Cathy Little,
Mayda Palcic, Sandy Stevenson

Cover: Amanita, Marshall Woods Old Growth Forest. Credit: Brian Robin
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Children don’t remember their
best day of television.
Children & Nature Network

Report for the OSFN AGM June 2018
As the OSFN representative for ON Nature it is my
pleasure to prepare and submit a summary of our
group’s activities to share with the other Great Lakes
Region clubs. There are two meetings per year, spring
and fall and they rotate amongst the member clubs.
The Fall 2017 Regional Meeting was hosted by Saugeen
Nature on November 4, 2018, meeting at the Saugeen
Valley Conservation Authority Headquarters in
Formosa. It was attended by Kate McLaren, John
Dickson, Beth Anne Currie, Elaine Mason and Audrey
Armstrong. We had a presentation about the Protected
Areas Campaign by Anne Bell, Ontario Nature. Other
clubs shared their news and great networking
opportunities were available. For example, sharing
information about speakers, program ideas and
brainstorming about how to keep our clubs “young”.

A Festival of the Arts in the Woods
The Friends of MacGregor Point Park are happy to
announce Wild for the Arts!
On September 15 and 16, 2018 Wild for the Arts once
again celebrates nature as a source of creative
inspiration. The Festival gives artists of all disciplines the
opportunity to share, display and sell their work in an
outdoor environment surrounded by MacGregor Point's
autumn beauty.
Our popular Campsite Studio Tour lets you leisurely
stroll from artist to artisan viewing paintings, pastels,
collages, photography, sculpture, stained glass,
decorative art, pottery, jewelry, quilting, weaving,
woodworking and even written works.

Spring 2018 was hosted by rare Charitable Research
Reserve in Cambridge Ontario. It was held on May 5,
2018 and attended by Elaine Mason and John Dickson.
Regrets from Audrey, who was at the Sources of
Knowledge Symposium in Tobermory. The agenda
included an Indigenous Collaborations discussion and
an update on the Protected Places Campaign by
Caroline Schultz, from Ontario Nature. All OSFN
members are encouraged to sign the Protected Places
Declaration online: ontarionature.org/declaration. By
doing so, you are asking the governments of Ontario
and Canada to meet the commitment to protect at
least 17% of lands and inland waters by 2020. In 1992
Canada signed the UN Convention on Biological
Diversity, an international treaty to conserve the
diversity of life on earth and ensure that its resources
are sustainably and equitably shared by all. Anne Bell
also suggested questions to ask your political
candidates, relating to the environment and achieving
the 17% target.

Admission is free. Come for the art. Come for the
entertainment.
Wild for the Arts - September 15 & 16, 2018
MacGregor Point Provincial Park
friendsofmacgregor.org
facebook.com/wildforthearts

OSFN has convenient donation options for those
who wish to financially support the ongoing
charitable work of the Club. Our website includes a
"Donate" tab, with secure access through Canada
Helps. Canada Helps generates a receipt for income
tax purposes. Donations can also be made in person,
at the monthly meetings and via the mail.

I am looking forward to the next gathering this fall.
Further updates will be delivered at monthly meetings.
Audrey Armstrong, Ontario Nature Representative

I want to acknowledge the traditional territory of the Anishinabek Nation: the People of the Three Fires known as
Ojibway, Odawa and Pottawatomi Nations. I give thanks also to the Saugeen First Nation #29 and the Chippewas of
Nawash unceded First Nation, collectively known as the Saugeen Ojibway Nation, the traditional keepers of this land.
As Field Naturalists we accept our responsibility to be good stewards of this land, in this time and into the future.
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Club News
Submitted by: John Dickson

Petrel Point Accessible Boardwalk
On Saturday May 26, 2018 the OSFN was well represented at the official
unveiling of the new “accessible” boardwalk at Petrel Point. Hosted by
Ontario Nature, our own Peter
Middleton, one of the club’s
stewards of nature reserves, gave
an interpretive tour of the new
boardwalk section. He highlighted
the history and geology of this
special habitat. He also discussed
the effects of fire on the plant life
at Petrel Point which includes meadow, wetland and woodland sections.

Birding Loree Forest
A walk along the trails of the Loree Forest, was led by Lynne Richardson on Sunday June 10,
2018. OSFN members listened to and observed various species of birds including Indigo
Bunting, Eastern Wood-Pewee, Red-eyed Vireo and Brown Thrasher. A chipmunk had
several in the group fooled into thinking it was a bird until they actually watched the puffing
of its cheeks, in time with the sounds they were hearing. Another highlight was the
discovery of a baby Eastern Milksnake near the entrance to the forest, as the group were
returning to their vehicles. Lynne shared with the group that the habitat along the edges of
the forest has changed a great deal in recent years, and much of the meadowland around
the forest has filled in. The result is that many species which had been abundant, including
Eastern Towhee and Bobolink, have shifted away from the trails near what were the
eastern edges of the Loree Forest.

Caribou in Ontario’s North
Fledgling American Robin. Credit: Brian Robin

The final meeting of the spring was held on Thursday,
June 14, 2018. The speaker that evening was Ted
Armstrong. Formerly of the Markdale area, where even as
a youth he was a keen birder, his career as a wildlife
biologist with the MNR in Thunder Bay included much
research and many contributions to the formulation of
species at risk policies in the province.
Armstrong has also served as a board member and
presenter in the Thunder Bay Field Naturalists Club.
The evening began with a pot luck supper at 6 p.m. in the
hall of St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, followed by a
brief AGM which included two award presentations. After
the meeting was adjourned Ted Armstrong presented
“Where are they now? Why Woodland Caribou no longer
roam much of Ontario.”

Scat and Seed Dispersal
New research shows that mice and voles scurry to bear scats
to forage for seeds, finding nutritional value in the seeds and
in some cases further dispersing them.
Mammals often supplement their diet with fruit when they are
building up their fat stores for winter hibernation. These seedfilled scats provide small mammals with food which they then
scatter throughout the landscape by creating a large number
of small hoards, as opposed to a large hoard found in a single
place. These small hoards result in secondary seed dispersal;
as forgotten seeds can have a much higher survival rate than
unburied seeds. This results in some of the seeds becoming
future fruiting plants.
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To the Owen sound field naturalist:
I would like to thank you for allowing me to not only go to the science fair but win a silver medal and the field naturals
award. I would also like to thank the Owen Sound field naturalist to allow me to win that award along with the donation of
the days time on the Che-Che-mon my project was a plastic waste solution with side affects lth solution was to use meal
worms witch are the caterpillars of a beetle basically . meal worms eat and safely dispose of plastic waste many questions
asked where how and what happens to them or animals that eat them. How the eat and break it down is they don’t bite but
scrape off layers of plastic then threw an organ that’s located near there stomach called a Gul flora and it produces it as
carbon dioxide and the remains are thesis which are both 100% safe. The other question I mentioned was hat happens if in
animal eats it the only way an animal would be affected by the meal worm is if the animal eats in while it is eating its self and
then it would have to digest the worm almost immediately before the meal worm disposes of it which is unlikely. Out of all 7
plastics polyethylene terephthalate, high-density polyethylene polyvinyl chloride, low-density polyethylene, polypropylene ,
polystyrene is the hardest plastic to get rid of safely because it is so paced with chemicals that it cant be left in landfills burnt
or dissolved in fluids safely so for a further research we should have polystyrene composters mate them and when they
become beetles the die because they have no other food source and become nurturance . another idea is the meal worms I
used turn into darkling beetles many different kinds of beetles that means many different kinds of meal worms witch all eat
plastic maybe some like the wax beetle eats twice as fast.
From Alex

NeighbourWoods North—Forest of Hope and Healing
The planting of the forest at the hospital site in Owen Sound is complete for 2018.
In early July, it was noted that the 40 crab apples lining the entrance were slow to leaf out but all appeared healthy at that
point. The windrow, consisting of 62 small spruce trees, had suffered the loss of three trees. Twenty-five maple trees marking
the walking trail towards the corner of the property were all healthy. More than 2000 seedlings of various species had been
planted and by early July had suffered greater loss, perhaps 5 - 8%. We were pleased and, considering the heat waves and lack
of rain we had experienced in late May and June, it appeared there was going to be an excellent survival rate, especially given
the uninviting condition of the host soil. Kudos to all the volunteers and their planting skills.
The dry weather that continued into July resulted in significant mortality of the seedlings and eight of the white spruce windrow.
The crab apples and maple trees are doing well.
Many thanks also to the many volunteers who appeared at short notice to water this forest that Mother Nature had been
threatening. There have been a number of evening watering events. Each event has been a learning exercise. Whoever
suggested involving the Fire Fighters? We thank you! And them! If they can be available they fill the water tanks in jig time which
dramatically shortens the entire exercise.
What is next? Not sure. NeighbourWoods North is negotiating with the Master Gardeners of Owen Sound and the hospital. At
this point two options are being considered. This may happen in the fall, or be postponed until spring.
Discussions are also taking place between NeighbourWoods North, Grey Bruce Health Services and the developers of the
Bremont property on the east side of the hospital. Our hope is to transfer as many as 30 mature (20 foot) white spruce from
there to the hospital grounds. If this does not happen, they will be destroyed.
A variety of other ideas, suggested by members and by the City of Owen Sound, are also being considered. In order to keep up
to date on NeighbourWoods North activities go to our website www.neighbourwoodsnorth.com.
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Grassland Birds; in the former
Sarawak township

been observed sitting together on an overhead wire. It’s
interesting to note that the male Eastern Bluebird displays at
the nesting box to attract a female. He brings nest material to
the hole, goes in and out, and waves his wings while perched
above it. That is pretty much his contribution to nest building as
only the female Eastern Bluebird builds the nest and incubates
the eggs.

On the evening of May 22, 2018, with evening air that was cool
and foggy, 9 intrepid grassland birders met on the Church Side
Road in the former Sarawak township and converged into 2
carloads of anticipation!

We moved on with our observations and enjoyed the antics of a
pair of Killdeer that were calling and manoeuvring on the
ground of a field that as yet, had not been tilled. Soon
thereafter, we enjoyed the insectivorous sallies of a pair of
smartly dressed Eastern Kingbirds…who do short forays in the
air, eat and return to their shrubby perches. Of interest,
kingbirds dress alike so it’s tricky to tell which is male or female.
Eastern Kingbirds prefer large insects, which they take back to
their perch, beat into submission and swallow whole.

We were so pleased to welcome Marion Boyd and companions
from Meaford way, as this is the territory where Freeman and
Beth Anne had been studying Bobolinks for some years
together.
Some of the guests, had participated on the 2017 Sarawak
grassland birding outing which was plagued by high-surging
winds that delayed the outing by one day as the only thing you
could hear that evening was the sound of limbs crashing out of
nearby trees! A year later, we were facing much cooler
temperatures and medium-thick fog; nonetheless, we could still
hear the common grassland species we enjoy here in Sarawak:
Eastern Meadowlarks, Savannah Sparrows, Song Sparrows,
Yellow Warblers, Common Yellowthroats, Eastern Bluebirds,
Great Crested Flycatchers, Least Flycatchers, Eastern
Kingbirds, and the blessed Bobolinks, who had arrived on
territory on
May 6, 2018.

From there we moved north up the Cavell Side Road and
enjoyed lots of good looks at Bobolinks that were calling longphrases and melodies, displaying impressive fly-overs and
perching on single stalks of grass and flimsy tree branches. They
are such an impressive bird, with all their bright colours atop
their bodies, unlike all other passerines who keep their “stuff”
underneath belly and wing! From several previous visits to
these territories, we know that at least 20 male Bobolinks are
calling and courting across the territory – and while females
arrive at least a week after the males, we know they are
We started the listening, despite their first priority on arrival which is nest
building, and then the selection of their breeding partner.
evening with
some nesting
We had some discussion about the resident pair of Common
box
discoveries, as Ravens who had successfully fledged young off of a 30-foot silo
platform on Lindenwood Road in 2016 and 2017. They tried
our fearless
leader brought again in 2018, right up until the ice storm in April that killed
their hatchlings. The ravens abandoned their nest without trying
along her
for a 2nd brood.
cordless
drill. Three
nesting boxes Moving down Church Side Road to the twin bridges at the
had been pre- Keppel-Sarawak township line, attendees got some close looks
Tree Swallow eggs and nesting materials.
at Yellow Warblers, Red-winged Blackbirds, Common
scouted and
Credit: Beth Anne Currie
determined to Yellowthroat and a Northern Flicker all the while being
serenaded by Green Frogs thrumming in the background.
be worthy of exploration. Two of three boxes were tenanted
with Tree Swallow nesting materials and a total of 11 beautiful
Our final surprize for the evening occurred when we noticed
white eggs (5 in one nest and 6 in the other) were easily
some disturbance among a pair of Red-winged Blackbirds that
counted. The eggs of Tree Swallows start out pale pink – and
were sitting on a fence by the roadside. Upon closer
turn to a clean white within 4 days. These were pure white in
examination with binoculars, we could see that a rather large
colour. The parents were flitting around our heads, and
Pileated Woodpecker was jumping up and down, feet first,
chittering warning sounds – so we made our observations
testing out the insect load in the fence posts! The blackbirds
short. The point of the exercise was to study the kinds of
were unsure about that Pileated Woodpecker’s motives! We
nesting materials used by the female Tree Swallow and to
had a delightful look at the whole scene.
observe that she uses white feathers (Cornell tells me these
feathers are NOT hers, but from other species!) to line the nest.
Thanks for joining me on the grasslands here in Sarawak….and
The third nesting box was occupied by Eastern Bluebirds and the see you next year!
nest held 5 stunningly beautiful eggs in a fine cup within of fine
Submitted by: Beth Anne Currie
and dry grasses in a very clean nesting box. The parents had
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PROGRAM LISTINGS

A few of the many Aphrodite Fritillaries that frequented this Asclepias tuberosa (Butterfly Weed). Credit: Brian Robin.

The Owen Sound Field Naturalists (OSFN) advocates and nurtures the appreciation, understanding and conservation
of our natural world as is exemplified in our motto—Knowing Nature Better. We were created in 1989 to provide
Owen Sound and area naturalists with the opportunity to meet like-minded individuals and to share activities that
would allow them to increase their understanding of natural history and conservation. Today, we have over 300
members and are a member club of Ontario Nature.
Indoor meetings are held on the second Thursday of the month, September to May in the auditorium of the Owen
Sound and North Grey Union Public Library at 7:00 p.m. In June, the meeting starts at 6 p.m. with a potluck supper
and it's held at St Andrew’s Presbyterian Church. Guest presenters are chosen to provide a wide range of topics.
Their expertise covers natural history subjects that may be local, provincial, national or international in scope. Indoor
meetings are open to the public.

The OSFN also provides a full schedule of outdoor activities throughout the year. On these outings, members learn
and share first-hand knowledge about the flora, fauna and geography of this region. Participation numbers are
limited on most outings to ensure the quality of the experience and to reduce impact on the environments visited.
Pre-registration is required for outdoor activities.
Please note that all programs and schedules are subject to change. To avoid disappointment, please
check www.osfn.ca for updates (changes to dates, speakers, locations, etc.) or watch for an e-herald from
newsletter@owensoundfieldnaturalists.ca We thank you for understanding.
www.owensoundfieldnaturalists.ca P.O. Box 401, Owen Sound, ON N4K 5P7
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Outdoor Programs
Pre-registration is required. Participant numbers are limited on most outings to ensure the quality of the experience
and to reduce the impact on the environments visited. Please call or email the listed contact to register.
All events and times are subject to change – visit www.osfn.ca
Friday, August 31, 2018 10 a.m. - Noon. (rain date – Saturday,
September 1) Butterfly Gardens of Saugeen Shores Community
Tagging Day Meet in Southampton at the big flag at the foot of High
Street. Sturdy footwear. Nets welcome. Register:
kerryjarvis@kerryjarvis.com Limit: none.
Tuesday, September 4, 2018 10 a.m. Botany and More with Barbara
Palmer. See the changes at Singing Sands and walk the shoreline trail.
(Parking fee of $11.40/car) Stop at Petrel Point if time permits.
Register: 519-372-0355 or barbara_p@rogers.com Limit: 12.

Centre, Owen Sound. Register: fredjazvac@gmail.com or 519-379-2323
Limit: none.
Christmas Bird Counts – December, 2018 All OSFN members are
invited to participate and assist with Counts in Grey & Bruce. Watch eHerald for dates and contacts for the Owen Sound, Meaford, Saugeen
Shores and Wiarton Counts. lynnerichardson@rogers.com or 519-5993618
Sunday, February 10, 2019 1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Snowshoe Outing with
Dick Bentham and John Burton. Explore the Bentham heritage farm’s
natural features and the developed trails of the Flesherton Hills.
Register: jburtonesp@yahoo.ca or 519-379-4823 Limit: none.

Wednesday, September 5, 2018 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Nature Reserve
Easy Ramble with Marg Gaviller. Observe transition of habitat and
species from farmland to reforestation project to nature reserve, at this Saturday, March 2, 2019 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. Who Made Those Tracks and
special property near Irish Lake. Register: mgaviller@bmts.com or 519- Why? An Interpretive Late Winter Tracking Hike with Jeff Kinchen.
371-5149 Limit: 8.
Learn how to observe and recognize nature's clues. Register:
bognors.finest@gmail.com or 519-374-4246 Limit: 12.
Saturday, September 8, 2018 10 a.m. - Noon. Métis Plant Use at
Lindsay Tract Trails with Jenna McGuire. Traditional knowledge about
the use of roots and medicinal, dye and fibre plants plus the indigenous
perspective on plant ecology. Register: euphemiamcguire@gmail.com
Limit: 15.
Sunday, September 16, 2018 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. Bruce Peninsula Bird
Observatory Open House at Cabot Head Research Station. Light
refreshments, bird banding demonstrations, casual bird walks and a
fantastic view. http://bpbo.ca/
Sunday, September 23, 2018 1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. A Geomorphology
Tour near the Robson Lakes with Bob Gray. A glacial moraine with
uberimpressive examples of deep kettles and kettle lakes. Register:
kemblemt1@gmail.com or 519-371-9128 Limit: none.
Wednesday, October 3, 2018 10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Interpretive 5 km
Hike at Hoggs Falls on the Boyne River with John Burton. Experience
the ecology of the upper Beaver Valley, the Bruce Trail and more.
Register: jburtonesp@yahoo.ca or 519-379-4823 Limit: none.
Monday, October 8, 2018 10 a.m. - Noon. All Things Woody at the
Inglis Falls Arboretum with Bill Moses. Learn about woody plants, seed
collecting. Register: bill.mosesos@gmail.com Limit: 12.
Saturday, October 13, 2018 9:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. Old Growth Forest Hike
with Bob Knapp. This 6 km hike will be in Marshall Woods. Bring water
and snack. Register: rmknapp@yahoo.com or 519-371-1255 Limit: 16.

Saturday, April 13, 2019 9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. A Follow-up Outing for the
Rocks and Rock Formations Presentation with Bob Knapp. This is an
opportunity to see some of the fascinating formations from Thursday's
talk. Must be able to walk on uneven ground. Register: Bob Knapp.
rmknapp@yahoo.com or 519-371-1255 Limit: 15.
APRIL 22, 2019 is EARTH DAY Special Events TBA, during Earth Weeks.
Saturday, April 27, 2019 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. Inglis Falls Arboretum and
Propagation Area Tour with Bill Moses. A perfect opportunity to see
what's happening at the Arboretum. Register: bill.mosesos@gmail.com
Limit: 12.
Monday, May 20, 2019 9 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Spring Nature Tour of
Discovery at Bentham Farm and Flesherton Hills with Dick Bentham
and John Burton. Featuring birds, wildflowers, wetlands and more.
Register: jburtonesp@yahoo.ca or 519-379-4823 Limit: none.
Sunday, June 9, 2019 8 a.m. Birding Bayview Escarpment with Mark
Wiercinski. Register: 519-379-0437 or Mark.Wiercinski@forces.gc.ca
Limit: 20.
Thursday, June 20, 2019 1 p.m. Charismatic Piping Plovers with Lynne
Richardson. A shoreline visit to learn about dune / beach habitat and
Piping Plovers. By mid-June there will be little cotton balls on toothpicks
for us to look at! Register: lynnerichardson@rogers.com Limit: 15.

Sunday, October 21, 2018 1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Fall Ramble with Ron
Gatis. Tour his wondrous Colpoy’s Bay trails. Register:
jwdickso@gmail.com Limit: none.

Mid-June, 2019 TBA 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Botany on the lower Bruce
Peninsula with Barbara Palmer. We'll check out some well-known
botany hotspots, including Petrel Point and the Oliphant Fen. Register:
519-372-0355 or barbara_p@rogers.com Limit: 12.

Sunday, November 4, 2018 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Around the Bay Waterfowl ID: Tips and Techniques with Fred Jazvac. Be part of this
delightful birding expedition! Meet at front of Bayshore Community

Mid- to Late-June, 2019 TBA Butterflies and More with Chris Rickard.
All ages. Register:crickard@sympatico.ca or 705-444-6671 Limit: none.
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Indoor Meetings
Indoor meetings are held on the 2nd Thursday of the month from September to June. They start at 7:00 p.m. at the Owen
Sound & North Grey Union Public Library, 824 1st Avenue West, Owen Sound. Remember, bring a coffee mug to meetings.
All events and times are subject to change. Visit www.osfn.ca for updates and added events.
September 13, 2018 Bruce Mackenzie Wings Along a Cliff
During his presentation, Bruce, of the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club, will feature the diversity of nesting birds and plant ecology on the iconic cliff
face at Bon Echo Provincial Park. In his exploration of cliff life, he will take us on a trip through time and discuss the species living on the cliff.
October 11, 2018 Jenna McGuire The Cultural History of the Historic Saugeen Métis
For over two centuries, the Historic Saugeen Métis have lived along the waters of Lake Huron. We will learn about their story featuring the local
fur trade, maritime heritage, special local places and recent research into community artifacts as part of the celebration of the 200th anniversary
of the Piche Wampum Exchange. Jenna will bring examples of traditional Métis arts and crafts, historic artifact replicas and some traditional foods
to try.
November 8, 2018 Susan McGowan Forest Health
Susan, a Forest Health Technical Specialist with MNRF, will include an annual update on Forest Health in Ontario. Here is your chance to learn
firsthand about the report card on Ontario Forests.
December 13, 2018 John Reaume Spiders of Eastern North America
Spiders have a bad reputation but in reality, these fascinating creatures are very valuable to us and have an amazing life history. Understanding
more about spiders will make you appreciate them more - it’s true!
January 10, 2019 Audrey Armstrong and Willy Waterton Bruce Trail: 856 kms of Discovery
Willy Waterton stated: “This talk is based on our end-to-end hike, with references to science, geology and history all along the Niagara
Escarpment with a healthy emphasis on our area. (i.e. black bears, rattlesnakes, ferns and a plane crash!).”
February 14, 2019 Brian Robin Nature Photography
Armed with a camera, a desire to learn and the ability to enjoy the underappreciated, Brian will take you on a lighthearted photographic tour of
his favourite nature observations.
March 14, 2019 Nikki May Prairie Ecosystems
Nikki will speak about the different kinds of prairie in North America and Ontario in particular, their extent, history and ecology. Her talk will
feature various fauna and flora and their role in prairie ecology. Learn about species you can grow in your own back yard to attract butterflies
and bees.
April 11, 2019 Bob Knapp Rocks and Rock Formations in the Owen Sound Area
An illustrated talk on the rich variety of rock formations in our own backyard. Looking at cliffs, crevices, erratics and a variety of features that
make up the Niagara Escarpment. A chance to appreciate and learn more about these amazing structures.
Saturday, April 20, 2019 Earth Day Special Event
2 p.m. Celebrate Earth Day with Doug Larson's Songs and Stories of Nature and Ecology. Aboard the Chi-Cheemaun. For more information
visit www.osfn.ca
Sponsored by:

May 9, 2019 Brian Robin Coordinating Members’ Night
A potpourri of OSFN members’ slides, displays, collections, art and compositions focusing on the natural world. A limit of 10 minutes of
presentation time preferred. Register your entry robin.brian@gmail.com or 519-363-3204
June 13, 2019 @ 6 p.m. SHARP (final meeting of the season)
ANNUAL POTLUCK SUPPER & PRESENTATION
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, 865 1st Ave. W, Owen Sound
Bring your own plates, cutlery and cup or mug, and bring a food dish to share, along with serving utensils. Followed by:
7 p.m. – Robert Bowles Damsels and Dragons
A former Grey County farm boy, Bob Bowles shares his in-depth knowledge and passion about damselflies and dragonflies.
He will also tell us about the Ontario Master Naturalist Program.
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The Health Benefits of the Great Outdoors
Living close to nature or greenspace and spending time outside has significant and wide-ranging health benefits. It is believed to
reduce the risk of type II diabetes, cardiovascular disease, premature death, and preterm birth, and increases sleep duration.
People living closer to nature also have reduced diastolic blood pressure, heart rate and stress. In fact, one of the really interesting
things that has been found is that exposure to greenspace significantly reduces people's levels of salivary cortisol -- a physiological
marker of stress.
But what is the relationship between greenspace and health? No one really knows. The best guess to date is that people living
near greenspace likely have more opportunities for physical activity and socializing.
This excerpt is from: ‘The health benefits of the great outdoors: A systematic review and meta-analysis of greenspace exposure and
health outcomes'. It was published in the journal Environmental Research on 6 July 2018.

Young Naturalists’ 2018-2019

Thank you

The Young Nats’ Club is for boys and girls ages 7 to 12 years
old. Younger and older children are welcome, however ages
under 7 must be accompanied by an adult during each
meeting. They typically meet the last Sunday of the month
from 2:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m. (please note offsite trips are
planned), but for some events the times may vary. The
program operates from October to June; with no meeting in
December. Parents or guardians are encouraged to stay and
participate or volunteer if they wish.
The Young Naturalist Club Program Coordinator is Elaine Van
Den Kieboom (519 371-1989) or ekieboom@gbtel.ca.
The Young Nats’ welcome members to most of their
activities. These will be announced by e-Herald.

for supporting the Young Naturalists Club
& our Earth Day Keynote Lecture Series.
In every walk with nature one receives
far more than he seeks.
John Muir

Membership Application and Renewal Form
Name (s) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Telephone……………………………………… E-mail (s) …………………………………………………………. Check here if renewal…….
(your e-mail will be used for the OSFN e-herald, last minute notices and digital receipt of the newsletter)
Membership Category: Single ($25)………….. Family ($40)………… Student ($15)………….. (payable by cheque or at www.osfn.ca through Paypal)
Donation for LEAF (Local Education and Action Fund, promoting & fostering knowledge about nature)…………………………….
Donation to Lorraine Brown Conservation Fund (supporting land acquisitions & interpretive infrastructure in Grey/Bruce) ………………………………
(Donations may be made by cheque or on-line using Canada Helps at www.cnadahelps.org/en/charities/owen-sound-field-naturalists/)

I

By signing this form, I am agreeing that OSFN may contact me by phone or e-mail………………………………………..
We hereby confirm that e-mail and mail lists will not go beyond the OSFN. (See privacy policy at owensoundfieldnaturalists.ca)
Membership is due in September each year and can be paid in cash or by cheque at any indoor meeting or by PayPal on the website. The
OSFN Membership is current from September 1 to August 30 each year. Please complete and detach this form and submit it with your
payment.
Owen Sound Field Naturalists, P.O. Box 401, Owen Sound, ON N4K 5P7
Charitable Registration # 76335 4321 RR0001
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Drama in Owen Sound—
We live on the river in downtown Owen Sound.
In mid-July Gord and I heard a squeal at the side of the house;
well it was probably more than one squeal. We ran to see
what was up. Near the bird feeder a squirrel was being
attacked. Seconds later we realized that the attacker was a
mink! This mink was determined and seemed very vicious.
After we’d watched dumbfounded for perhaps a minute, Gord
ran over to break up the fight, startling the mink by touching it
with his cell phone. The squirrel escaped, running for the
nearest tree. The mink was not going to let its prey get away
that easily! It too ran for the tree. When it couldn’t locate the
squirrel in that tree, it headed for one of our large Norway
spruce. Still apparently feeling it was on the tail of the
squirrel, it climbed the tree, branch to branch, perhaps 18
metres (60 feet). No squirrel.

First-ever Ontario Sighting of a
Reddish Egret occurs in Oliphant
Seasoned birders know to check the shoreline for rare birds after a
storm.
On August 22, 2018, after the gale-like winds of the day before, a megararity was found by two Bruce County birders near the Oliphant Fen.
Alfred Raab and Kiah Jasper observed it on their way to join the Bruce
Birding Club which was on its way to see another rarity (but not as
mega!), a Little Blue Heron at Harrington, Ontario.
Birders from all over Ontario flocked to see the Reddish Egret, the first
ever to be recorded in Ontario! The egret proved to be co-operative
giving viewers excellent views of its lurching “drunken sailor” hunting
techniques, usually perfected in its limited home range of parts of
coastal Florida, Louisiana and Texas!
Submitted by: Lynne Richardson

The mink’s trip down the tree was much more relaxed as it
travelled out many of the limbs checking the new growth. We
wondered if it was checking for nests or hatchlings.
This mink lives on the riverfront. It is definitely a survivor!
Submitted by: Norah Toth

Reddish Egret, dark morph,
immature sighted at Oliphant.
Credit: Kiah Jasper

2017-2018 OSFN Board of Directors

Supporting the Board

President: Gordon Toth, 519-376-2918, gordonstoth@gmail.com

Hart’s Tongue Herald/E-Herald: Norah Toth, 519-376-2918,
ntoth@rogers.com

Vice-President: Pam Kinchen, 519-370-0527, pb.kinchen@gmail.com

Program/Publicity: John Dickson, 519-376-3789 jwdickso@gmail.com

Past-President: Kate McLaren, 519-538-1897, mudtown@bmts.com

Archivist: Lynne Richardson, lynnerichardson@rogers.com

Secretary: Melanie Worth, 519-403-6484, mworth3210@gmail.com

Owen Sound CBC: Erik Van Den Kieboom, ekieboom@gbtel.ca

Treasurer: Elaine Mason, 519-372-0597, masonfam@sympatico.ca

Board Liaison

Membership: Gordon Toth, 519-376-2918, gordonstoth@gmail.com

ALUS: Chuck Mitchell

Publicity:

Arboretum Alliance: Bill Moses & Dennis Knight

Website: Brian Robin, 519-363-3204, robin.brian@gmail.com

Parks Advisory Committee, Bruce Peninsula National Park/Fathom
Five National Marine Park: Willy Waterton & Jan Pugsley

Conservation/Stewardship: Chuck Mitchell, 519-378-388,
cmitchell@pshift.com

Ontario Nature: Audrey Armstrong

Young Naturalists: Elaine Van Den Kieboom, 519-371-1989,

Piping Plover Committee: Lynne Richardson

ekieboom@gbtel.ca

Rankin Resources Group: Beth Anne Currie

NeighbourWoods North: Gord Edwards, 519-794-2315,
edwardsgle@gmail.com

Stewardship Grey Bruce: Norah Toth

At Large: Deane Atherton, deanathe@hotmail.com
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Young Naturalists’ News
Submitted by: John Dickson

On Sunday March 28, 2018 the Young
Naturalists’ Club met at Harrison Park.
Professional Potter (and OSFN President
too) Kate McLaren led the youngsters
and some adults, through a Toad Abode
workshop, and helped them make
shelters for their toady pals. Kate fired
and returned their creations at the next
Young Nats’ meeting. It was pretty
astonishing watching Kate work and
shape the clay so effortlessly, you’d
almost think she’d done it once or twice
before.
Kate preparing the clay.
Credit: Brian Robin

Toad Houses. Credit: Brian Robin

After making their toad houses, the Young Naturalists’
went outside on a guided hike with Brian Robin to
explore the Weaver Creek Trail.

Being outside in nature must once again
become an essential part of the family
dynamic and cultural identity.
Bob Peart

The toad houses would put a smile on any American
Toad. Maybe? Credit: Brian Robin

MIDDLEBRO’ & STEVENS LLP
Barristers & Solicitors
P.O. Box 100, 1030 2nd Ave. East.
Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 5P1
www.mslaw.ca
ms@mslaw.ca
EDMUND (Ted) J. STEVENS
KELLY L. GRAHAM
JOHN D. MIDDLEBRO’
JILL T. SAMPSON
FIONA M. HAMILTON
NICHOLAS A.G. LOVELL
Tel: (519) 376-8730
Fax: (519) 376-7135

General Law Practice
TRUST.
HELP.
ANSWERS.
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Providing your Support
The Owen Sound Field Naturalists recently provided a letter of support to Ontario Nature. They are considering
expanding three nature reserves in Eco-region 6E to protect globally rare habitats and species at risk. Two of these
nature reserves are located in Bruce County. We should all be pleased with our affiliation with Ontario Nature and
proud of our support of acquisition projects such as these.
Kate McLaren wrote:
“I am writing on behalf of the Owen Sound Field Naturalists to provide the letter of support for Ontario Nature’s
project to expand Sauble Dunes Nature Reserve (SDNR) and Petrel Point Nature Reserve (PPNR). As the official
stewards of SDNR, the Owen Sound Field Naturalists work alongside Ontario Nature staff to conduct stewardship
actions such as annual inspections and species monitoring on SDNR. In addition to stewarding SDNR, the Owen Sound
Field Naturalists has also supported the management of PPNR by assisting with stewardship efforts as needed.
“Sauble Dunes Nature Reserve protects an exceptional 51 hectares of forested sand dunes and wetlands that offer
many different microenvironments, making them extremely diverse ecosystems that are high in biodiversity. Falling
entirely within the Sauble Falls North ANSI, SDNR is home to several provincially rare plant species including longleaved reed grass, dwarf lake iris and stiff yellow flax. The Chief’s Point Wetland, which extends into the reserve, also
hosts the provincially rare beaked spikerush, tuberous Indian-plantain, and ribbonsnake.
“Petrel Point Nature Reserve protects a large area of Great Lakes Coastal Meadow Marsh, a globally rare habitat. The
property is cherished for its vivid displays of wildflowers in the spring and summer months, with various orchid species
scattered throughout the reserve. The 33-hectare property also hosts diverse communities of carnivorous plants,
including horned bladderworts, sundews and pitcher plants, all characteristic of the Great Lakes Coastal Meadow
Marsh.
“Expanding both of these nature reserves will contribute to Ontario Nature’s goal of protecting wild species and wild
spaces by adding more area to each nature reserve. The Owen Sound Field Naturalists will continue to work with
Ontario Nature in the stewardship of these reserves.”
If you are interested in the stewardship program; please speak to a member of the board of directors.

Hospitality at Meetings
At each meeting, coffee and tea have been provided so
that you have the chance to socialize. Audrey Armstrong
and Norah Toth share this job. If anyone else is able to
spend an extra hour prior to the meeting helping out the
club by preparing and serving coffee and tea, please
contact Norah Toth—ntoth@rogers.com
To help provide coffee supplies, a financial donation has
been welcomed at the coffee table.
Thank you to the members who have provided content for
this newsletter or who have proofread. Submissions for the
next issue can be sent to ntoth@rogers.com prior to
November 15, 2018.

Let’s G.O.! (Get Outside)
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A Season in the Sun
In early May nine Piping Plovers arrived on Sauble Beach; 6 of
them remained to pair off; establishing three nests. Perimeter
fencing went up around the nests and exclosures were placed
over the nests to keep predators away. Volunteers rallied and
recorded information about the activities of the birds during the
28-day incubation period. With exclosures protecting the nests,
this is a relatively safe time for the plovers. However, once the
chicks hatch and hit the ground running almost right out of the
egg, this is where challenges begin!
Two of the plover parents on the beach this year were Mr. Blue
Bands and Ms. Green Dots. Mr. Blue Bands is a Sauble chick;
hatched in 2015 he first returned to the beach in 2017. His
mate, Ms. Green Dots hales from Sleeping Bear Point on the
Lower Peninsula of Michigan. This is her third summer nesting
at Sauble Beach.

M5 showed up on the beach on June 2 and was seen twice. He was one of the 4
fledged chicks of Ms. Green Dots and Mr. Blue Bands from 2017. Credit:
Hayley Roberts.

chicks hatched. Laying four eggs over eight days and the job of
incubating and then keeping the chicks safe and warm on the
Mr. Blue Bands and Ms. Green Dots nested together at Sauble in beach takes a lot of energy. We expect she found a location
2017 and fledged four young – quite a plover accomplishment! where she could spend some time bulking up before her return
This is in spite of the fact, that last year Mr. Blue Bands seemed trip to Florida. Mr. Blue Bands continued to do a great job. He
to be quite inattentive to the eggs and was often seen
constantly peeped at his chicks and defended them against
rearranging the furniture! Well he was actually moving sticks
gulls. These two remaining chicks soon started to fly short
and shells around in the nest. Monitors recorded that he has
distances and were last seen on the beach on July 18.
settled down quite a bit this year. After all he is three years old!
This then is a season in the life of the endangered Piping Plover.
This plover pair selected their nest location near the north end
In June and July, Plover Lovers offered a weekly Beach Talk
of the beach. After 26 days of sharing incubating duties, four
series at Huron Feathers Presbyterian Centre. Throughout much
eggs hatched during a huge thunderstorm on June 13, two days
of August, Plover Lovers had a booth on the beach where beach
before predicted! Our first downy fluffballs were dashing off in goers could drop by, ask about the birds and learn fun facts
all directions!
about plovers and the ecosystem of Sauble Beach! All this and
Ms. Green Dots and Mr. Blue Bands were excellent parents;
extremely vocal and vigilant. However, despite their best efforts
two of their chicks disappeared, assumed to predation. On cue,
Ms. Green Dots left the beach on July 3, three weeks after the

even more new outreach efforts are in the works for next
year. The OSFN will offer an outing for the club to see the
adorable plovers and the efforts to help them recover in 2019.
Submitted by: Hayley Roberts, Coordinator and Norah Toth
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Freeman's Tree

pass this old “Ent”, admiring its longevity.
Freeman comes to mind every time I see it
and I was delighted that Marion and I spotted
these "eggs" on it. In short order the eggs
expand into a wonderful floppy form that
lasts for several days before turning brown
and woody.

Our members will recall a newsletter from
two years ago that featured a photograph
of a large fungi. The picture was taken by
the late Freeman Boyd. He was very excited
because it isn't a common species:
Volvariella bombycina or Silky Volvaria isn't
even mentioned in some field guides and in
the only one I have that describes it, there's
no photograph - only a drawing!
I think of this tree as Freeman's because it
gave him so much pleasure watching the
fungus develop. Actually it's only the
remnant of a tree, since it is really just a tall
maple stump on the east shoulder of the
townline, north of Walter's Falls. On our
frequent walks his wife Marion and I often

I'm keeping an eye on it. Wonder if I could
persuade the Municipality of Chatsworth to
protect it, to not let it be destroyed by plough
or brush-clearing, as it stands as a monument
to the man who meant so much to me and to
the Owen Sound Field Naturalists? It's worth a
try!
Volvariella bombycina or Silky
Volvaria. Credit: Kate McLaren

A Mastodon in a Biscuit Box

Submitted by: Kate McLaren

Envirothon 2018

Presented by Peter Russell, retired curator of the Earth Sciences Museum
at the University of Waterloo, this story of a biscuit box of fossils was
made available through a partnership between the OSFN and Grey Roots.
Peter helped us understand how these curiosities, found in a small box,
changed our understanding of the distribution and possible abundance of
mastodons in Ontario.
He also related how easy it is to misplace items that help us tell a “story”.
In this case, after being missing for 43 years, the Highgate Mastodon was
rediscovered in a warehouse in North Dakota. This skeleton has been
carefully re-assembled, broken pieces repaired and missing pieces
fabricated. In 1992, reassembled, this mastodon again stood proudly: 44
years after it disappeared into a warehouse; 102 years after its excavation
from a bog in Ontario and about 13,000 years after it had died.
Do you have any curiosities in a biscuit box? They may have significance
beyond what you can imagine; and tell a unique story. It is time to check
the attic!
Submitted by: Norah Toth
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As always, I found the regional and provincial
Envirothon competitions to be an amazing
and fun experience. The hard work and
intensive preparation from the OSDSS
Envirothon team paid off this year in the
regional competition. I wish to give my
thanks to the hard-working volunteers at the
regional and provincial competitions for
making such an important experience for
students across Ontario possible. I would
definitely participate again in the next
Envirothon competition, as it is an important
experience for a high school naturalist to
have.
Submitted by:
Erik Van Den Kieboom

Box 401, Owen Sound, ON N4K 5P7

Knowing Nature Better
The Owen Sound Field Naturalists advocate and nurture the
appreciation, understanding, and conservation of our natural
world. We are like-minded individuals who enjoy programs
and activities that help us increase our understanding of
natural history and conservation in Grey-Bruce.

A digiscoped Snowy Owl sighted during the Meaford CBC count
week. Credit: Lynne Richardson

Porcupine resting in
a tree. Credit: Brian
Robin

Cancer Root (Conopholis americana) Credit: Gerald Guenkel

A freshly emerged Viceroy on Dandelion. Credit: Brian Robin
2018/08 100
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